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Abstract:
D7.2 provides guidelines for the creation of semantic mark-up and semantic annotation of e-
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1 Introduction
This document describes the Access-eGov guidelines for the semantic mark-up of e-govern-
ment resources as far as needed within the scope of the project, especially the pilots and field
test. Since Access-eGov aims at accessing services, the guidelines provided here primarily
focus on the semantic description of e-government services, their attributes and the resources
they require for execution. Technically speaking, the semantic description of each service will
be found in a structured service profile, which serves as the semantic annotation of an existing
service, and any online publication of a service may be marked-up so that its semantic
annotation can be found and automatically be evaluated for supporting users’ needs.

The development of this method for semantic mark-up will be an ongoing effort throughout
the pilots and field test as follow-up activities to the deliverable D7.2. The present guidelines
provide directions to information providers and a description of the necessary semantic
annotation tools leading to requirements for subsequent development towards the pilots and
field test. The guidelines reflect the current state of the method and are based on the
deliverables D2.1 (State-of-the-Art-Report) and D2.2 (User Requirements and Development /
Test Recommendations). The guidelines fulfil the D7.2 objective as described in the Access-
eGov Technical Annex, i.e. providing a method for identification of relevant resources, and
the semantic mark-up based on a given resource ontology and with respect to the
interoperability challenges of future applications. Management of the resource ontology life
cycle is covered partly as far as it concerns the support by the newly to be developed
components, namely for ontology import, use and usage evaluation. The creation and
selection of appropriate ontologies is in the focus of D7.1, and tool support should be based
on available ontology editors (see also footnote #1).

User partners (and other information providers) should follow these guidelines to perform the
annotation for the pilots and field test (WP8). Developers will use the technical and
methodological requirements arising from these guidelines as input for T7.1 (Development of
Public Administrations Resource Ontologies), T7.3 (Semantic Mark-Up Framework) and
WP4 (Development of basic components for management of e-gov service mark-up). The
development of the method will continue during the pilots and field test. The resulting
method, including general directions for information providers outside the project, will be
elaborated further in D9.2 (Overall Methodological Framework).

Semantic mark-up and annotation is part of the information providers’ effort to migrate their
web content and existing services to the Semantic Web. The core of this migration is the
mark-up and annotation of selected informational elements through adequate tools and
services. This will be described in chapter 2: based on the annotation user scenario (D2.2) a
use case analysis focuses on an Annotation Author using the envisioned Annotation
Component, exemplified by selected electronic and traditional (i.e. non-electronic) services
from Schleswig-Holstein and the existing responsibility finder. However, from the
information providers’ point of view, the semantic mark-up and annotation must be embedded
in an overall migration management that will be discussed step by step in chapter 3. As a
result, an information provider will be able to:

§ define the scope and goals of migration;

§ select method, models, and tools for annotation according to the given IT infrastructure;
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§ annotate e-government services based on common Semantic Models1;

§ test and “debug” (trace) semantic annotation.

For the subsequent research and development this deliverable provides a description of:

• general properties of common Semantic Models needed for service annotation;

• methods and tools to perform the migration, based on the existing IT-infrastructure;

• required functionality of Annotation Component with regard to creation, registration, and
testing of semantic annotations.

Chapter 4 summarizes the requirements for the technical development along with follow-up
activities that will guide the refinement of these guidelines into a method for semantic mark-
up. The deliverable includes also a glossary (chapter 5) and the references (chapter 6).

                                                
1 Because these guidelines focus on the annotation of web content from an information provider’s point of view,
the design of the ontologies and a description of the ontology editor are beyond the scope of this document. They
will be addressed in T7.1 (Development of Public Administration Resource Ontologies).
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2 Service Annotation

2.1 Semantic Mark-Up vs. Semantic Annotation
This chapter provides an in depth description of the annotation of services either in the form
of electronic services (e-services) or non-electronic services (also called “traditional service”).
In the context of Access-eGov, services are always related to the field of government. Thus, a
service in Access-eGov is either an e-government service or a traditional government service
that an administrative entity provides to either a citizen or a business. Intra-government
services (i.e. government-to-government services) are not the primary focus within the
context of Access-eGov. Access-eGov provides access to both kinds of services (electronic
and traditional) via a single point of access chosen by the e-government service user. In the
case of traditional services, citizens / businesses can obtain information about the service but
cannot initiate (execute) the service.2 The latter is only possible for electronic services. Thus,
a service in the context of Access-eGov can be any assistance, help or benefit that an
administration provides to either citizen or business that can be described by its inputs,
outputs, and other properties.
In order to make a service accessible through the Access-eGov platform, the inputs, outputs,
and other properties must be formally described using semantic annotation. The Merriam-
Webster Online Dictionary3 defines “annotation” as “a note added by way of comment or
explanation”. In the context the Semantic Web (cf. [Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila 2001])
“annotation” usually refers to semantic annotation, i.e. enriching digital content with
information about its meaning and context in such a way that this semantic annotation is
readable by machines. Semantic annotation enables software agents to process the content of
web pages and other digital resources in a way that is meaningful to human users.  The goal is
to ensure that humans and machines “understand” the same information in the same or at least
a similar way. Technically, semantic annotation is regularly applied to web pages in the form
of semantic mark-up. Semantic mark-up can be viewed as a semantically enhancement of
regular HTML-mark-up.
Using semantic mark-up, the content of a web page can be semantically described in a
machine-readable way. A number of different annotation tools have been developed for
different purposes, some of them also for the special purpose of semantic annotation for the
Semantic Web, like the SHOE Knowledge Annotator4 or the OntoMat Annotizer5. (Cf.
[Handschuh & Staab 2003])
While these tools allow for the annotation of HTML and other kinds of documents they
cannot be used to semantically annotate services, which require a special kind of annotation.
Within Access-eGov the semantic annotation is captured in a Service Profile, which is a
formal description of a service’s inputs, outputs and other properties. While the technical
focus is on semantic annotation the results should lead to semantic mark-up: i. e. when a user
is offered one or more services (e.g. via links on a web-page), any of these services presented
to the user should have an in situ reference to its semantic annotation (i.e. via a URI on the
same Web-page).
                                                
2 For non-electronic services, administrations may offer form’s fill-in and download. Depending on the nature of
the form (HTML-based or file-based, like PDF) Access-eGov can provide access to them either similar to an
electronic service (in the case of HTML-based forms) or as additional information or “attachments” to a non-
electronic service (in case of file-based forms).
3 http://www.m-w.com
4 http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/KnowledgeAnnotator.html
5 http://www-db.stanford.edu/OntoAgents/

http://www.m-w.com
http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/KnowledgeAnnotator.html
http://www-db.stanford.edu/OntoAgents/
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In this chapter we will first give a short introduction to service annotation (section 2.2) and
some prerequisites that must be taken care of before starting with Service Profile creation
(section 2.3). The rest of the chapter (section 2.4) explains how to use the Annotation
Component to publish services, create service profiles and validate their usability afterwards.

To illustrate some points of this chapter we will sometimes refer to two examples of e-
government services. One is an example of a non-electronic service like the ones that appear
in the field test. The other example is an electronic service like the ones in the pilots:

• Example 1: The first service is the application for a passport. This is an example of a
non-electronic service where the service cannot be executed electronically. Here, the
citizen can use Access-eGov to find the responsible administration in his area, including
information about opening hours, necessary documents and service fees.

• Example 2: The other example is the reservation of a customized license plate. This is an
example of an electronic service, which can be executed over the internet from start to
finish. A citizen can use this service to reserve a license plate with an individual
combination of characters. The citizen can search for available combinations of characters
and then reserve an available combination by supplying her name and address. The
reservation is free of charge but a service fee must be paid either by credit card over the
Internet or in person at the administration office if and when the custom license plate is
issued.

2.2 Introduction to Service Annotation
The goal of annotating a service for use with Access-eGov is to enhance the options of citizen
and businesses for automatically finding the services they need for the task (their goal) at
hand. This is achieved by publishing a Service Profile6 and thus making it available through
Access-eGov. A Service Profile is a machine-readable semantic description of a service. It
consists of a number of properties that describe the service, its inputs and outputs and other
characteristics. For the pilots we assume that Service Profiles will only be created by using
the annotation tools (namely the “Annotation Component”) provided by the Access-eGov
platform. Service Profiles that are created in this way are called Internal Service Profiles. For
the field test Service Profile may also be created by using external tools. Profiles that were
created by using tools other the Access-eGov-Annotation-Component are called External
Service Profiles. This guide will focus on the creation of Internal Service Profiles.

Service Profiles play a central role when a citizen searches for a service with the help of the
Access-eGov-platform. The Service Profile contains relevant information that the Access-
eGov-platform needs to identify and locate specific services that match the citizen’s request.
E.g. in the passport example (Example 1) the Service Profile will contain information about the administration
that issues the passport, its opening hours, any required documents and fees (the service’s input) and also the
kind of document that is issued (the service’s output) etc. In particular, the Service Profile is used by the Access-
eGov platform to semantically match the formal description of a citizen’s Goal to the formal description of a
service’s capabilities, i.e. its Service Profile. With respect to example 1 this means that a formal Goal should
specify a passport document as required output. A citizen that searches for services that match this goal will then
be presented the services that produce a passport document as an output. A Service Profile for example 2 would
contain similar information. In addition, because the service could be executed and would produce a document
with the reservation as an output, the Service Profile would also define the output (the electronic reservation) of
the service in example 2.

                                                
6 We will denote terms that have a special meaning by using capital letters. A description of these terms can also
be found in the glossary at the end of this document.
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Figure 1 Annotation Component Use Cases related to Service Profiles.
Note that the Access-eGov Matching Component is also part of the Access-eGov system.

Service Profiles are usually created by the provider of a service. The person responsible for
creating and maintaining a Service Profile is called Annotation Author.7

Figure 1 shows a use case diagram of the Annotation Component. An Annotation Author may
use the Access-eGov Annotation Component to create and edit all Service Profiles that she is
responsible for. As mentioned above, this guide will focus on the creation of Internal Service
Profile, i.e. Service Profiles that are created with the help of the Annotation Component. A
future deliverable (D9.2) will address the issue of creating External Service Profiles.

After having created the Service Profile, the service provider needs to make sure that the
newly published services can be accessed by citizens. This is what is referred to as “usability
validation” of a Service Profile in this guide. Service Profile validation is supported by the
Annotation Component by way of showing which (formal) citizen Goals semantically match a
certain Service Profile, which technically is achieved by relying on the Access-eGov
Matching Component (cf. Figure 2).
For both example services this would mean to look up the formal Goals that should match the services. An
appropriate Goal for example 1 would have a required output of a “passport document”. Searching for this Goal
should display the example 1 service as a result. Similarly, for service example 2 the Goal would require a
“document of reservation for a custom license plate” as an output.

An important part of every Service Profile is the formal description of the service’s inputs and
outputs.8 These inputs and outputs, possibly together with constraints (i.e. pre-conditions and
post-conditions) are used by Access-eGov to dynamically identify services that match a
certain citizen’s requirements. This is achieved by semantically matching the formal
description of a citizen’s goals with the Service Profile (more specifically the inputs and
outputs and any constraints over them). Based on the inputs and outputs the system will
determine which services the citizen needs to execute in order to achieve her goal. (Cf. Figure
2)

Figure 2 shows a use case diagram of a citizen (or business user) trying to find a specific
service. The Access-eGov system will need to identify which objective the citizen is trying to
                                                
7 Other roles include the Annotation Reviewer (having read-only access to Service Profiles for reviewing
purposes), the Annotation Manager (being allowed to register Service Profiles, see below), and the User
Manager (responsible for assigning roles (permissions) to users of the Annotation Component). A list of roles
can be found in section 3.7.
8 The terms “input” and “output” are to be understood in the general sense of the terms and not in any special
way as defined by standards such as WSMO or OWL-S. The exact meaning of the terminology to describe
inputs and outputs and its relation to other terminologies (such as WSMO) has yet to be determined within the
project. For the purpose of the present deliverable a general description was deemed sufficient.
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chieve. This will result in the identification of a formal representation of the citizen’s
objective, which is denoted by the term Goal. The formal Goal can be used to identify which
services are able to achieve the formal Goal. This is done by semantically matching the
formal Goal with the formal description of the service, i.e. the Service Profile.

Figure 2 Find Service Use Case

2.3 Prerequisites for Service Annotation

2.3.1 Ontology Life-Cycle Management
For many of the properties of a Service Profile the Annotation Author must choose from a set
of predefined ontologies. All ontologies must adhere to a yet to be defined standard for
Access-eGov ontologies, which will be based on the WSMO suite of languages. This will
ensure a certain level of semantic interoperability within the Access-eGov system. Access-
eGov will provide a set of Generic Ontologies that will define concepts such as
“Responsibility” etc. Based on these Generic Ontologies the Access-eGov ontologies will be
created by using these concepts like a vocabulary. Administrations can either built their own
domain ontologies, mapping them to concepts from the Access-eGov Generic Ontologies, or
they may refine an existing domain ontology that was created by another administration or
provided by Access-eGov. These Access-eGov Ontologies will define concepts such as
“Marriage”, “Civil Registry Office” etc. The task of creating and editing ontologies is beyond
the scope of the Annotation Component. For the pilots and field test this will be done using
specialized ontology editors. Ontologies are created by Ontology Authors and registered with
the Access-eGov system by Ontology Managers (see section 3.7 for an overview of roles).

Administrations that want to ensure maximum semantic interoperability need to agree upon a
common set of ontologies for use in their Service Profiles. For example, to ensure state-wide
semantic interoperability within Schleswig-Holstein, the state administrations and communal
administrations must agree on a common set of ontologies for use in Service Profile that are
created by Schleswig-Holstein’s Annotation Authors. Administrations may refine (specialize)
concepts from this common set of ontologies to adopt them to their local needs if necessary.

Technically an Annotation Author can choose to use any Access-eGov Ontology to define a
Service Profile. In practice, an Annotation Author should pre-select the ontologies from the
common set of ontologies that her specific administration has decided to use. By pre-selecting
a set of ontologies, these ontologies will be used by default when manipulating Service
Profiles.

2.3.2 Language Selection
The initial versions of the Access-eGov Generic Ontologies and Access-eGov Ontologies will
use English as the common language. As these parts of these ontologies will also be used to
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populate the user interface, translated versions will need to be created by local administrations
by refining (specializing) concepts of the Access-eGov Generic Ontologies or Access-eGov
Ontologies.910

An Annotation Author can select a preferred language for the ontologies that she uses. As a
result, the ontology concepts will appear in the preferred language (if available). In addition,
language dependent properties of a Service Profile will be assigned in the language of the
Annotation Authors preferred language, indicating that the property value is written in that
language.

2.4 Using the Access-eGov Annotation Component
This section describes how the Access-eGov Annotation Component will be used by
Annotation Authors to create, edit and register Service Profiles, and to validate their usability.
Based on this description the Annotation Component will be developed in subsequent work
packages.

The Access-eGov Annotation Component is the central tool for an Annotation Author to
create, edit and register Service Profiles. An Annotation Author has to log in to the
Annotation Component to access her personalized Annotation Component-home-page.
“Personalized” refers to the overview of the information an Annotation Author will receive:
She finds an overview of important information about the Service Profiles, which she is
responsible for and also about Access-eGov in general. This information includes (but is not
limited to)
1) an overview of her services that were determined (either automatically or by an

Annotation Reviewer11) to have an Invalid Service Profile,
2) announcements about changes to the Access-eGov ontologies that are relevant (have an

impact on the annotation) for her Service Profiles,
3) recent news / announcements about changes of the Access-eGov platform. Some of these

messages are created automatically but usually these messages are created by a human
agent.12

From here the Annotation Author can also access all relevant functions of the Annotation
Component, like viewing and editing Service Profiles of her services or registering newly
created Service Profiles.

2.4.1 Structure of Service Profiles
The Access-eGov Annotation Component can be used to manipulate Internal Service Profiles,
which is the focus of this guide. The part of the Annotation Component for manipulation of
Service Profile is called the Service Profile Editor. It can be invoked from the Annotation
Component Home Page by either selecting an existing Service Profile for editing or by
creating a new Service Profile.
                                                
9 If an ontology is only used in one pilot or field test, the project partners may decide that only a localized
version of the ontology will be created.
10 We assume that a 1:1 mapping from English concepts to local concepts and vice versa is always possible.
11 A user that has the role of an Annotation Reviewer is allowed read-only access to Service Profiles of
Annotation Authors for the purpose of reviewing the Profile. An Annotation Reviewer can also send
notifications to groups of Annotation Authors based on certain criteria (e.g. all Annotation Authors of a certain
administration). Section 3.7 lists all roles.
12 For example, if one of the Access-eGov ontologies was changed this change may impact some Service
Profiles. The person responsible for changing the ontology (having the role of an Ontology Manager) will want
to inform some or all Annotation Authors and Annotation Reviewers about the nature of the change.
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The Service Profile Editor gives a structured view of the Service Profile that the Annotation
Author wants to edit. The view contains different sections for different kinds of information:

1. Service inputs and outputs (forms, documents, and other artefacts and fees): In
general, services may require and / or have inputs and outputs (possibly including
constraints). Examples of inputs and outputs are: Services may require information
and / or they might provide information in the form of documents or forms. Forms
ontology will be used to describe these kinds of (both mandatory and optional) input and
output of a service. For inputs and outputs that cannot be described with the Forms
ontology (for example, an artefact like a license plate), Access-eGov will provide a special
ontology that can be used to describe these special kinds of inputs and outputs.

Because the inputs and outputs are used by the Access-eGov system to dynamically
determine which services are required by a certain citizen (based on the formal description
of citizens’ goals), the Service Profile Editor supports the simplified definition of these
inputs and outputs. To create a Service Profile that matches certain formal Goal, an
Annotation Author can select the formal Goal and let the Service Profile Editor
automatically define the appropriate inputs and/or outputs. This will ensure that the
service (based on the input’s and output’s definition in the Service Profile) semantically
matches the selected Goal. However, the formal Goal is not directly associated with the
Service Profile so that changes to either the formal definition of the Goal or the Service
Profile may result in the service not being found.

Because a service can only be found if the input’s and output’s formal description
semantically match a Goal, the Service Profile Editor will inform the Annotation Author if
there is no Goal that semantically matches the current Service Profile’s inputs and outputs.
In this case the Annotation Author must either change the input’s and/or output’s
description to semantically match a Goal or she must request that a new Goal needs to be
created to semantically match the current inputs and outputs.

2. Non-functional properties

• Availability: For non-electronic services this includes office hours, contact
information and physical accessibility constraints. For electronic services this
describes aspects like quality of service, technical constraints etc.

• Responsibility Information about the administration(s) that provide(s) the
service: Spatial responsibility, temporal responsibility and subject-matter
responsibility: Two administrations may offer the same service, but only one
administration is responsible for providing the service to a particular citizen. The
responsibility of an administration can be divided into at least the following kinds:

§ spatial responsibility describes the geographical area within which an
administration is responsible for providing a certain service,

§ temporal responsibility describes the time during which the administration is
responsible to provide a service, e.g. after a reform of law the responsibility of  an
administration may change: the responsibility before the reform is different from the
responsibility beginning with the reform of law (this should not be confused with the
office hours, which is the time during which the service is provided to citizens),

§ subject-matter responsibility describes the subject-matter related area of
responsibility of an administration (for example, the civil office in Germany is subject-
matter responsible (German: “fachlich zuständig”) for marriages, but not for income
taxes).
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Figure 3 Structure of a typical DiBIS-Web-page with service related content
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Photo of administration buildingContact information
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Public transport information

Location visualized in a map
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Depending on the legal requirements in effect, the administration that is responsible
for providing a particular service to a particular citizen can depend on any of the three
kinds of responsibility or a combination thereof.

• Other properties, like security restrictions, quality of service etc.
For some of this information the Annotation Author must choose the appropriate values by
browsing and choosing from an ontology (inputs and outputs, spatial and subject-matter
responsibility). Other values must be entered manually (fees, office hours / availability,
address and contact information, physical accessibility constraints). Once this information has
been manually entered it can later be re-used in other Service Profiles.

In order to provide access to a large collection of services an administration may decide to
create a custom Mapping Component. In principle, each service in the collection must have its
own Service Profile. In practice, these Service Profiles will be very similar which lends itself
to semi-automatic annotation. Using the Service Profile Editor an Annotation Author could
then define (or extend) a Service Profile for such a Mapping Component and automatically
assign this Service Profile to the Mapping Component’s whole collection of services (or a
subset thereof). Properties that cannot be defined this way, must be manually edited by the
Annotation Author.

Figure 3 shows a typical Web-page containing service related information from the DiBIS
responsibility finder. The structure of the Web-page is highlighted to show the input, output
and non-functional properties which could be used by the Annotation Author during the
creation of a Service Profile. The necessary documents and requirements as well the costs and
fees of the service shown in figure 3 will need to be formally represented as inputs, outputs
(possibly including constraints) and other properties.

2.4.2 Service Profile Creation and Editing
To publish a service via Access-eGov the Annotation Author first has to annotate the service
by creating a Service Profile for the service by using the Access-eGov Annotation
Component. This will automatically ensure that the service is known to the Access-eGov
platform and that the Service Profile is validated. After the Service Profile has been created it
can be published by registering it (see next section).

The Service Profile contains all relevant information about a service that Access-eGov needs
to make effective use of the service. As noted above, the term service in the sense used in this
guide can refer to electronic as well as non-electronic (also called “traditional”) services. Both
kinds of services (electronic and non-electronic) need to be semantically described by
different (but similar) kinds of Service Profiles. It is up to the Annotation Author to choose
the right kind of Service Profile when creating a service.

To create a Service Profile the Annotation Author selects the option “Create new service
profile” from within the Annotation Component. She will then provide a URL which either
points to an electronic service or to a Web-page that contains information about a traditional
(non-electronic) service.13 The Annotation Component will then require the Annotation
Author to manually provide all mandatory information for the Service Profile via the
Annotation Component’s user interface.

By creating a Service Profile in this way the Service Profile will be assigned to the
Annotation Author who created it, making the Annotation Author the responsible Annotation
                                                
13 Again, we do not consider registering External Service Profiles here. In case of External Service Profiles one
would have to provide a URL to the External Service Profile.
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Author for this service. As a result, the Annotation Author will be able to annotate this service
(or edit the annotation), and she will receive all messages by Access-eGov (about
inconsistencies etc.) pertaining to this service’s Service Profile.

2.4.3 Service Profile Registration
To publish the Service Profile and thus make the service available through Access-eGov, a
user having the role of an Annotation Manager has to register the newly created Service
Profile. This can be either done during Service Profile creation14 (by selecting the appropriate
option) or after the Service Profile has been created from the Annotation Component’s Home
Page by selecting “Register Service Profile”. This option will show all of the Annotation
Manager’s Service Profiles that she is responsible for15 and have not yet been registered. The
Annotation Manager is then allowed to select a Service Profile for registration. After the
Service Profile has been registered the service is automatically available through the Access-
eGov platform.

2.4.4 Service Profile Usability Validation
Validation of Service Profiles is necessary to ensure that searching for services as well as
service composition and orchestration deliver satisfactory results for citizens. When a new
Service Profile is created, the Annotation Component will automatically inform the
Annotation Author if the Service Profile matches any existing Goal and allow viewing the list
of Goal that it matches (i.e. allows performing a reverse semantic match of Goals and Service
Profiles). This is a simple way for Annotation Authors to check if and how the service can be
found by e-government service users.

Automatic validation of Service Profiles requires the definition of Consistency Constraints for
Service Profile properties. Consistency Constraints can automatically be checked by the
Access-eGov system; any inconsistencies of a Service Profile will be reported to the
Annotation Author responsible for the service. Besides automatic validation of Service
Profiles, Access-eGov must support manual validation (or review) by users having the role of
an Annotation Reviewer. Annotation Reviewers have read-only permissions to Service
Profiles. For example, an administration may require that newly created services must be
reviewed before they can be registered. For this purpose the Annotation Component will
support a simple workflow for approval management of Service Profiles. 16

Some kinds of inconsistencies can only be detected at execution time of the service. For
example, a service may define a certain output but in fact returns something else. This is a
kind of inconsistency that can hardly be discovered before execution of the particular service.
This kind of inconsistency is not only related to the Service Profile but also to the service
itself. If Access-eGov encounters such an inconsistency the responsible Annotation Author
will be notified.

                                                
14 To register a Service Profile during Profiles creation, the Annotation Author must also have the role of an
Annotation Manager.
15 The list of Service Profiles includes those that the Annotation Manager has created herself (if she also has the
role of an Annotation Author) plus the Service Profiles created by Annotation Authors who were assigned to her
by a User Manager.
16 This can, for example, be achieved by assigning different permissions: One Annotation Author is allowed to
create & edit Service Profiles but not allowed to register Service Profiles. Another Annotation Author is allowed
to register the Service Profiles created by the first Annotation Author.
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3 Annotation Process and Management
From the information providers’ point of view, the semantic mark-up and annotation must be
embedded in an overall migration management that will be discussed step by step in this
chapter. As a result, an information provider will be able to:

§ define the scope and goals of migration;

§ select method, models and tools for annotation according to the given IT infrastructure;

§ annotate e-government services by creating service profiles;

§ test usability of resulting service profiles.

We will first describe how a migration project starts by analysing existing content defining
migration scope and goals as well as defining a step-by-step migration process (section 3.1).
Next, we will describe the migration context, including methods, tools, IT-infrastructure and a
required common Semantic Models (section 3.2 and 3.3). Section 3.4 and 3.5 put the core
activities of preparing, annotating and testing service profiles (based on chapter 2) in the
overall context of a migration project. Section 3.6 summarizes to what extent the tools and
services provided by Access-eGov are able to complete the semantic mark-up and annotation
and what remains in the responsibility of the information provider.

3.1 Project Initialisation and Migration Goal Definition
Migration of Web content to the Semantic Web is basically a one-time effort (albeit it needs a
constant follow up to assure and maintain the quality of the semantic descriptions). Therefore,
the sequence of the required activities can be framed as a migration project, which is subject
to project management. Figure 3 provides an overview of the steps as well the methods and
tools necessary for supporting each step (represented by squares, ellipses and triangles,
respectively). Prior to any migration project a cost-benefit analysis should have been carried
out, which is not in the focus of this deliverable.

Any (migration) project must start with a proper initialisation including defining the scope
and aim, project time span, the supply of required resources, and the responsibility for the
success of the project. It is recommended that the main project activities are planned in
advance, following a clear path and a logical order of steps as indicated in the migration
process model provided in Figure 3. This migration process model will also serve as a
baseline for the general directions for information providers to be elaborated further in the
overall methodological framework (D9.2).

Most critical in the beginning is the appropriate definition of scope and aim. It is easily said
that e.g. all original e-government services of a specific municipality should be covered, or
only those which the municipality mediates on behalf of the state or national institutions. But
what this means in detail – for example: “What is considered as “service”, and what is the
expected depth of semantic annotation?” – requires an analysis of the existing service
portfolio as well as further specification of the migration outcome before the needed resources
(work effort, time, tools, etc.) can actually be determined. Therefore, the specification of the
migration goal based on the analysis of the existing service descriptions is singled out as the
first major activity after project initialisation. Within the overall methodological framework
(D9.2), public institutions and especially Annotation Authors will be provided with migration
scope guidelines based on the experience of the trails working with the descriptions and
specifications indicated in section 2.4 (inputs, outputs and additional non-functional aspects).
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Figure 4 Schematic representation of the annotation process (squares) including supporting methods
(ellipses) and tools (triangles).

3.2 Preparation of Methods, Tools and IT-infrastructure
Administration can use Access-eGov Annotation as a migration tool for migration of existing
content and creation of new semantic annotations as described in chapter 2. For the annotation
of service related Web-content the Web-pages must be accessible in a way that is similar to
static Web-pages. For example, the current implementation of DiBIS uses the same URL for
all its Web-pages. When a user searches for information about a service, the resulting Web-
page will always have the same URL. The content of the resulting Web-page is dynamically
created, presumable based on a session cookie and the user’s input. Thus, the URL cannot be
used to access the same content after the session has ended. This also means that the Web-
page cannot be used during annotation with the Annotation Component. For cases like this,
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the Annotation Component offers a technical interface that can be used to make the service
related Web-content available for annotation. In this case the administration needs to create a
custom Mapping Component that will make the content accessible to the Annotation
Component, thus enabling the re-use of the existing service information. (The development of
such a Mapping Component is the responsibility of the administration and is beyond the scope
of the Access-eGov project.)

Table 1 lists the different ways that semantic annotation and semantic mark-up can be created
depending on the existing IT-infrastructure for Web-pages. Semantic annotation (i.e. a
Service Profile) for a specific service (or services) can be either created by using the Access-
eGov Annotation Component17 or by creating a (custom) Mapping Component that has direct
access to a database from which it can (semi-)automatically create the necessary information.

Semantic Annotation Semantic Mark-Up

Static Web-pages Either the Access-eGov
Annotation Component or a
(custom) Mapping
Component can be used to
create the semantic
annotation.

The semantic annotation is
automatically stored inside
Access-eGov.

The Access-eGov Annotation
Component can be used to
add semantic mark-up to the
source-code of a static Web-
page.

The Web-page with the
semantic mark-up must be
stored on the administration’s
web-server.

Dynamic (CMS-enhanced)
Web-pages

Access-eGov Annotation
Component can only be used
if the Web-pages have unique
URLs (like static Web-pages).
Otherwise a (custom)
Mapping Component must be
used.

The semantic annotation is
automatically stored inside
Access-eGov.

The Access-eGov Annotation
Component can be used to
create semantic mark-up of
the service in focus that can
be used to enhance the
source-code of a dynamic
Web-page.

The marked-up content must
be added to the
administration’s web-site.18

Table 1 Access-eGov methods and tools for semantic annotation and semantic mark-up for use with static
and dynamic Web-pages.

In order to make the semantic annotation publicly available to other Semantic Web
applications, administrations need to add semantic mark-up (based on the Semantic Web
standard RDF) to their Web-pages. Depending on the nature of the web-pages and the
administration’s existing IT-infrastructure in general (i.e. whether they use static web-pages
or a CMS which dynamically creates the Web-pages) different ways to apply the semantic
mark-up must be chosen. After having created the semantic annotation, semantic mark-up
needs to be added to any existing Web-pages that reference, refer to or mention the service in

                                                
17 Again, we do not consider the creation of External Service Profiles here. These could also be created by using
third party software like an external editor.
18 For information about the different ways of adding semantic mark-up see for example [Handschuh & Staab
2003b]
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order to fully exploit the potential of the Semantic Web. The Access-eGov Annotation
Component can be used to add semantic mark-up to the source-code of a Web-page. The
Annotation Component will return a semantically marked-up version of the Web-page that
can be stored on a Web-server. For dynamic Web-pages the same procedure applies, however,
a CMS could also be extended to use the marked-up source-code to automatically apply the
mark-up to the original Web-page.

The administration must decide which methods and tools are the most appropriate for their
own existing IT-infrastructure. This includes the decision, whether a custom Mapping
Component and/or an extension for the CMS to apply semantic mark-up can and should be
developed, or whether the Access-eGov Annotation Component can and should be used.
Beyond the description in this guideline, further guidelines for selection of methods & tools
including a method for migration will be provided in D9.2 based on the experience from the
pilots and field test. Administrations or IT-service-providers may choose to offer training on
this subject.

3.3 Import and / or Adaptation of a Semantic Model
As described in chapter 2, semantic annotation heavily relies on the use of semantic models,
usually in the form of ontologies. Access-eGov will provide a semantic model that consists of
a number of ontologies which are called the Access-eGov Generic Ontologies (AGO). The
AGOs will define concepts that administration can use to annotate their services. Concepts
will include a number of specific goals, complex goals, specific properties of services,
different kinds of responsibility etc. Because the AGO cannot meet the needs of every
administration, an administration can choose to create their own ontology. Such an ontology
is called an Access-eGov Localized Ontology (ALO), which are also regarded as being part of
the Access-eGov semantic model, because all ALO are based on concepts from the AGO. To
ensure semantic interoperability across the Access-eGov platform, all administrations must
use the same set of AGOs but they are free to additionally use individual sets of ALOs, which
must have a mapping to one of the AGOs.

An ALO can be created by refining existing concepts of an AGO. These concepts can also be
taken from an existing semantic model that the administration uses. Any existing semantic
model that will be used as an ALO should either define concepts related to services and their
properties or related to the goals of users with respect to services. The reason for this is
explained below.

Two of the most important categories of concepts that the Access-eGov ontologies specify for
service annotation are: 1) concepts defining user goals, and 2) concepts defining service
properties. User goals are defined in a Goal-Ontology. Such a formal Goal is defined by
specifying, which requirements must be met to achieve the Goal (see section 2.2 for an
example). The requirements are formally expressed using specific concepts that define inputs
and outputs (and possibly constraints) of a service, e.g. documents and fees.

1) The relationship between citizen’s goals and services as well the problem of matching
citizen’s goals to services is a known problem, which has been investigated in the literature
(cf. e.g. the Government Enterprise Architecture (GEA), [Peristeras & Tarabanis 2006]).
Using a formal representation of the citizen’s goals and the service’s outputs a solution has
been suggested (see [Goudos, Peristeras & Tarabanis 2006]). The Semantic-Gov project19

exploits the abstract GEA-model and defines a mapping to WSMO constructs to make

                                                
19 Semantic Gov FP6-2004-IST-4-027517, http://www.semantic-gov.org

http://www.semantic-gov.org
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effective use of WSMO’s semantic matching properties, which can also be of use for
development of the Access-eGov platform. (Cf. Wang et al 2007)

2) Input and outputs are defined in special ontologies. These ontologies are not only used to
define the requirements for Goals but are also used to define the service profile of a service.
By using the description of inputs and outputs in both the definition of Goals and of service
profiles, Goals and services can be automatically matched by the Access-eGov Matching
Component when a user searches for a specific Goal.

Besides the Goal- and input/output-ontologies, Access-eGov will provide ontologies that
define concepts, which are related to other properties of services. For example, a user may
want to locate services, which he can pay for by a credit card or which provide a certain level
of data-encryption. These properties are called non-functional properties of services.
Responsibility can also be considered as a non-functional property of a service. In general,
citizen’s only want to locate services offered by administration whose (temporal, spatial and
subject-matter) responsibility corresponds to the citizen’s current needs. When looking for a
service to issue an ID document, a Polish citizen is not interested in services offered by
foreign administrations. The Access-eGov Matching Component will therefore not only
perform a semantic match based on the chosen Goal and inputs/outputs but also based on the
citizen’s preferences with regard to non-functional properties like responsibility.

3.4 Service Related Web Content Preparation and Service
Annotation

For non-electronic services, administrations will want to use existing descriptions of the
service on their Web-site for service profile creation. Administrations need to identify and
locate the Web-pages that contain all necessary information about a particular service. For
example, in the DiBIS case each service is described on a dynamic single, well-structured
Web-page. A single DiBIS-Web-page lists many of the properties that are needed for a
service profile (see Figure 3). Though being well structured, the current implementation of
DiBIS is technically not usable by the Access-eGov Annotation Component for the creation
of Service Profile (cf. section 3.2). The development and use of a custom Mapping
Component is needed to make DiBIS’ content available to the Annotation Component.
Alternatively, the DiBIS application could be redesigned so that it uses static-like URLs,
which can be bookmarked and accessed independently of user’s input and session cookies.

Having identified (and made accessible to the Annotation Component) the service related
Web-content, the content should be reviewed with respect to its use in the annotation process.
To use a piece of information, a Web-pages source-code must be structured in such a way that
each piece of information corresponding to a service property can be uniquely identified by
the Access-eGov Annotation Component; for example by using HTML-tables or XHTML-
class-tags. Content that is not structured in such a way is more difficult to re-use for semantic
annotation and requires more manual work by the Annotation Author.

The creation of semantic annotation with the use of the Access-eGov Annotation Component
(serving as the Web annotator) is described in chapter 1. During the pilot and field test a
certain degree of annotation coaching should be made available to the Annotation Authors
based on these guidelines. Depending on the experience from the pilots and field test, D9.2
will provide additional guidelines for the preparation of service related Web-content.
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3.5 Test and Fine Tuning
Test and fine tuning of service annotation is mainly concerned with validation of the service
profile’s usability with respect to citizen’s searching for services. As mentioned above, when
a citizen searches for services, the search is performed by using a formalized specification of
the citizen’s intent (the formalized goal) and her formalized personal preferences. The
formalized goal and the formalized preferences are used by the Access-eGov Matching
Component to identify the services that semantically match these search criteria. The
matching is performed dynamically, based on the service profile (the input, outputs and other
properties) of a service. Usability validation means, that an Annotation Author checks
whether a service can be found using a certain combination of goals and preferences. More
specifically, the Annotation Component serves as a test bed and as such supports the
Annotation Author in validating the usability of service profiles by allowing the Annotation
Author to perform a reverse semantic match (see also section 2.4.4). In addition, the
Annotation Component can be easily used to change a service profile in such a way that it
correctly matches a certain goal or user preference. Usability validation should be performed
by the Annotation Author after a new service profile was created. It may also be necessary to
re-validate existing service profiles if one of the ontologies was changed.

The Access-eGov platform is capable of identifying certain kinds of inconsistencies if suitable
consistency constraints have been defined which specify restrictions on the properties of
Service Profiles. The annotation Author will be automatically notified if a service profiles
violates any of the defined constraints.

Annotation Authors will also be notified about errors that occurred during run-time if the
Access-eGov platform was able to detect such inconsistencies (see section 2.4.4 for an
example).

3.6 Publication and Information Alignment
After a service profile has been created and registered, the service is automatically made
technically available through the Access-eGov platform. Depending on the chosen strategy of
the administration, semantic mark-up will also be available via the administration’s Web-site.
However, administrations will need to provide a way for users to access the e-government
service registered through the Access-eGov platform. To this end administration can either
choose to integrate the Personal Assistant Component or develop and use a custom client
application.

The Access-eGov Personal Assistant Component provides a Web-based user interface to
search and execute services registered with Access-eGov. Administrations and IT service
providers can set up their own Access-eGov Personal Assistant Component making it either
available as a stand-alone Web-site or integrate it into an existing Web-site.

Alternatively administrations and IT service providers can choose to develop and use custom
client, which uses the functionality via a Web-service interface. This way, users of existing
applications (like responsibility finders) can profit from the additional functionality of
Access-eGov without the need to adapt to a new user interface.

During the Access-eGov pilots and field test specifically targeted go-life support will be
necessary for participating administrations. Administrations deciding to adopt the Access-
eGov technology for their Web-sites will find additional go-life support in the project
deliverables (namely in D9.2).
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3.7 Overview of Roles in the Annotation Process
In the last sections we have explicitly and sometimes implicitly described a number of user
roles that the Access-eGov system must in some way take into consideration. Some of these
roles (like the Annotation Author) are directly related to the Annotation Component while
others are not. The following tables summarize the roles that are relevant for an
administration, including the roles’ responsibility, their use of IT systems, and comments (if
applicable). Table 2 lists the roles that are technically supported by the Annotation
Component of Access-eGov system. Table 3 lists roles that are relevant for annotation process
within a migration project (e.g. the Project Manager role) that are beyond the scope Access-
eGov systems development.

Role Responsibility System use Comment
Annotation Author Creates and edits

annotations (Service
Profiles).

Uses the Annotation
Component to create
and edit Service
Profiles that she is
responsible for.

Annotation Manager Registers Service
Profiles.

Uses the Annotation
Component to register
Service Profiles that
she is responsible for
(which were created
by the same or
different users).

Annotation Reviewer Review Service
Profiles (read-only
access).

Uses the Annotation
Component to review
Service Profiles
created by other users.

Must be able to send
notifications to other users
about the state of the
review (“approved”,
“correction needed” etc.).

Ontology Manager Registers ontologies
to use by other users
and the Access-eGov
system.

Uses Access-eGov
core functionalities to
register an ontology.
Uses the Annotation
Component to notify
users about the
changes in an
ontology.

Registering an ontology
makes it available to the
Access-eGov system and
its users.

User Manager Manages user roles of
Annotation
Component.

Uses Access-eGov
core components to
manage roles and user
groups.

The User Manager can
assign roles (permissions)
to users. One person may
have several roles, e.g. the
User Manager can assign
one or more Annotation
Authors to an Annotation
Manager (or Reviewer),
i.e. the same person is
allowed to register
(review) the Service
Profiles of the assigned
Annotation Author(s).

Table 2 Roles supported by the Access-eGov system
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Role Responsibility System use Comment
Project Manager The PM is responsible

for the overall project
of migration to the
Semantic Web,
including the
definition of the scope
of migration.

Content Analyst Analysis the structure
of service related
Web-content based on
the scope of
migration.

Uses exiting Web
sites and applications.

Content Author Creates and edits
service related Web-
content.

Uses external tools,
like a CMS or other
authoring tools.

Ontology Author Creates and edits
ontologies.

Supported within
Access-eGov, but not
through the
Annotation Compo-
nent (cf. D7.1).

After creating the
ontology they must be
made available to the
Access-eGov system
(registered) by an
Ontology Manager.

IT Administrator Maintains the IT tools
and infrastructure.

Uses all IT tools and
infrastructure of the
organisation (and
beyond, if needed).

This includes the
responsibility for making
databases available to
Access-eGov via a custom
Mapping Component.

Table 3 Important roles in the annotation process beyond the scope of Access-eGov system development.

These roles are designed for analytical purposes, in order to support the development of
Access-eGov tools and methods. In practice, one person may have several roles, e.g. the User
Manager can assign one or more Annotation Authors to an Annotation Manager (or
Reviewer), i.e. the same person is allowed to register (review) the Service Profiles of the
assigned Annotation Author(s).
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4 Development Requirements and Follow-Up Activities
In the following Table 4 we summarize the requirements for development of the annotation
component that arise from these guidelines. This extends the list of development requirements
already stated in D2.2 (numbered in 3 sections, which is why numbering here starts with 4.1).

Req.# Requirement
Priority

E=Essential
D=Desirable

Originator Comments

4.1.1 The user roles that use the Annotation
Component defined in section 3.7
(Table 2) are supported (Annotation
Author, Annotation Manager, Annotation
Reviewer, User Manager, Ontology
Manager)

E D7.2

The role Ontology Author does
not use the Annotation
Component.

4.1.2 Ontology Managers can register
ontologies, thus making them available
to Access-eGov, and notify users about
ontology changes.

E D7.2

4.1.3 Annotation Authors can create and
store Service Profiles E D7.2

4.1.4 Annotation Managers can register
Service Profiles, thus making the
service available through Access-eGov

E

4.1.5 Annotation Authors are supported in
validating service profile usability by
forward and reverse semantic matching.

E D7.2

Already during creation of a
Service Profile the Annotation
Author should be able to see
which Goals (or Complex Goals)
match the Service Profile. The
Annotation Author also needs to
be notified if no Goal matches
the Service Profile.

4.1.6 Service Profiles can be identified by
URIs and are accessible from non-
Access-eGov applications.

E D7.2
Information about Service
Profiles must be publishable on
Web-pages by using Semantic
Mark-Up in the form RDF.

4.1.7 A Web service interface is available that
can be used to make content available
for annotation.

E D7.2
Administrations will use this
Web-service-interface by
developing a custom Mapping
Component for their content.

4.1.8 A Web-service interface is available that
takes a Web-page as input and returns
either the same Web-page containing
semantic mark-up for a specific service
(or services) or only the mark-up as an
output.

E D7.2

4.1.9 Annotation Reviewers can review
Service Profiles and use the notification
facility to inform one or more Annotation
Authors.

E D7.2

Annotation Authors need to be
informed about changes to
ontologies (if these changes
have an impact on their service
profiles), about problems with
their service profiles (which may
be determined by human
reviewers) etc. The notification
facility must therefore allow
messages to be sent based on
specific goals, preferences,
service profiles and / or
recipients.

4.1.10 A simple workflow for Service Profile
approval is available. E D7.2

The workflow should support a
simple approval process, where
new Service Profile needs to be
approved by a different user
before it can be registered.
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4.1.11 Consistency constraints can be defined
for service profile properties, service
profiles will be automatically validated
based on these consistency constraints
and inconsistencies will be reported to
the responsible Annotation Author.

D D7.2

Table 4 Requirements arising from this deliverable (Requirements in D2.2 were numbered using 1.1, 2.1,
and 3.1, which is why numbering here starts with 4.1)

The tools that are developed within Access-eGov should meet the requirements and should
correspond to the description of the tools as stated in this document. If, for whatever reason,
the tools cannot be developed to reflect this description, care should be taken to update the
tool’s description in these guidelines in order to keep the guidelines and the implementation
“in sync”. Furthermore, drawing on the experience from the pilots and field test, these
guidelines for semantic mark-up will be extend to be an integral part of the overall
methodological framework (D9.2). We therefore propose follow-up activities to ensure that
these guidelines are up-to-date with respect to the development of the tools and the
development of the method for semantic mark-up:

• Follow-up activities with respect to the implementation of tools: At the end of Trial 1
and 2, software developers and the authors of D7.2 need to verify that the description in
D7.2 and implementation of the tools match.

• Follow-up activities with respect to the method for semantic mark-up: During Trial 1
and 2, user partners should document problems encountered when following the
guidelines. At the end of Trial 1 and 2 authors of D7.2 and D9.2 should collect this
documentation and modify / extend the guidelines accordingly.
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5 Conclusions

In this document, we outlined the guidelines for semantic mark-up of e-government resources
as far as it is needed within the scope of the Access-eGov project, especially in the pilots and
field test. The provided guidelines primarily focus on the creation of structured service profile,
which is a machine-readable representation of the semantic description of e-government
services, their attributes and the resources required for service execution.

Semantic mark-up and annotation functionality will be provided by the Annotation
Component. The way how to use this component to publish services, create service profiles
and validate their usability afterwards is described in Section 2. Two examples of e-
government services were given to illustrate the proposed way of semantic annotation and
mark-up on a “traditional” non-electronic as well as on a fully electronic service. Use cases
for creation and maintenance of service profiles and for finding proper services were
specified.

Section 3 deals with the migration of Web content to the Semantic Web. It includes a
definition of scope and goals of migration, selection of method, models, and tools for
annotation according to the given IT infrastructure, annotation of e-government services by
creating service profiles, and testing of usability of the resulting service profiles. All these
issues are discussed in detail, in the background of a schematic representation of the
annotation process, its supporting methods and tools.

The semantic annotation heavily relies on the use of semantic models — ontologies. The
Access-eGov Generic Ontologies (AGO) were identified as a source of concepts that
administrations can use to annotate their services. Concepts will include a number of specific
goals, complex goals, specific properties of services, different kinds of responsibility etc. The
AGO can be modified to meet some specific requirements of a given administration into the
Access-eGov Localized Ontology (ALO), which is also regarded as being part of the Access-
eGov semantic model. According to this division, functional and non-functional properties of
services were specified, together with their role and usage in the annotation process.

The user roles that are relevant for a the management of semantic annotation, including the
roles’ responsibilities and usage of system components (tools), were identified and presented
in Table 2 and 3. Firstly, there are roles that are technically supported by the Annotation
Component. In the second table, there are roles that are beyond the scope Access-eGov
systems development but they are relevant to annotation process within a migration project.

Finally, the requirements for development of the annotation component were summarized and
follow-up activities for further development were specified.
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7 Glossary and List of Abbreviations
AGO Access-eGov à Generic Ontology

ALO Access-eGov à Localized Ontology

Annotation Author The role of the person responsible for creating the à Semantic
Annotation for a à service (by using the à Annotation
Component). See section 3.7 for a complete list of user roles.

Annotation Component The Access-eGov software component, which is used by
administrations to create, edit and register à Service Profiles.

Annotation Manager The role of the person responsible for registering à Service
Profiles in order to make them available to citizens / business
users via Access-eGov. See section 3.7 for a complete list of user
roles.

Annotation Reviewer The role of the person responsible for reviewing à Service
Profiles. See section 3.7 for a complete list of user roles.

CMS Content Management System

Complex Goal A Complex Goal is a formal description of an objective that a
citizen wants to reach and which cannot be described by a single
atomic à Goal. Formally, a Complex Goal is an Access-eGov
specific extension of WSMO, which consists of one or more
(atomic) Goals. One possible use of Complex Goals is the formal
description of life events. Like (atomic) Goals, Complex Goals
are described in a à Generic Ontology for Goals.

Consistency Constraint A consistency constraint is a logical expression that constrains the
allowed values of one or more properties of a à Service Profile.
(D7.2, section 2.4.4)

Generic Ontology This is an ontology defined by Access-eGov providing generic
concepts such as “Responsibility”, “Opening Hours” etc.
Administrations should use the concepts from these Generic
Ontologies to define their own Access-eGov à Localized
Ontologies. The Access-eGov Generic Ontologies ensure a
certain level of semantic interoperability within the Access-eGov
system. (D7.2, section 2.3.1)

Goal A goal specifies those objectives that a client might have when
consulting a service, including functionalities that a service
should provide from the user’s perspective.

Localized Ontology This kind of ontology is defined by an administration by refining
(specializing) or mapping new concepts to an existing Access-
eGov à Generic Ontology. (D7.2, section 2.3.1)
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Semantic Annotation Semantic Annotation in the form of à Service Profiles is used to
enable Access-eGov to process information about services, which
can then be used to find, locate and orchestrate services for users.
Semantic Annotation is made available to other Semantic Web
agents by applying à Semantic Mark-Up to Web-pages.

Semantic Mark-Up Semantic Mark-Up is used to publish information about à
Service Profiles (i.e. à Semantic Annotation) within Web-pages.
Access-eGov provides Semantic Mark-Up in the form of à RDF.

Ontology In computer science an ontology is a way for representing the
meaning of concepts. Within the à Semantic Web ontologies are
used to express the meaning of information through the
application of à Semantic Annotation. An ontology consists of
terms (concepts) and relations between those concepts, sometimes
also including constraints and rules.

The term is borrowed from Philosophy where it is used in a
different sense (the main difference being that in Philosophy, an
ontology is language independent).

RDF Resource Description Framework, a family of W3C
recommendations for simple knowledge representation.

Responsibility With respect to e-Government services, at least three kinds of
responsibility can be distinguished: spatial, temporal and subject-
matter responsibility. (D7.2, section 2.4.1)

Service Access-eGvo defines an (e-Government) service as follows (see
also [Access-eGov 2006]):

• A relationship between a service provider (administration)
and a service consumer (businesses / citizens).

• A service is of offered by an administration to fulfil a need of
a business / citizen.

• The service-relationship has certain implications for both
parties (providers and consumers). These implications can be
described as two "interfaces" that specify the service's pre-
and post-conditions similar to the familiar concept of "design-
by-contract" [Meyer, 1988]:
§ The input interface describes the preconditions, e.g. the

necessary documents etc.
§ The output interface describes the service result, e.g. a

certificate of approval etc.

Access-eGov provides access to both electronic and traditional
(non-electronic) services. In the case of traditional services
citizens / businesses can obtain information about the service but
cannot initiate (execute) the service. The latter is only possible for
electronic services. Intra-government services are not in the focus
of Access-eGov. A service is formally described by creating a à
Service Profile.
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Service Profile A Service profile specifies what a service provides from the
user’s perspective and is used by the public administration to
advertise services. Service profile consists of non-functional and
functional properties. (D3.1, p. 36)

Access-eGov requires à Semantic Annotation to be in the form
of service profiles. Service profiles can be created by using the
Access-eGov Annotation Component as described in these
guidelines or by using external tools.

Service Profile Editor The part of the à Annotation Component that is used to create,
edit and register à Service Profiles.


